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Introduction 

You have decided to complete the rescue diver course! Congratulations ! Y-

our instructor will give you therefore the briefing about the sequences of the 

rescue diver course.  Please read this book carefully and take your notes in 

case of something is unclear.  

Its an fact and an alarmingly reality that the fewest diver are unaware in rescue procedures. The most of 

the divers are diving with the credulty and  keeping in mind that anyway nothing will happen while diving. 

And also without keeping in mind about an possible dive accident. In event of an dive accident and an di-

ver needs to be rescued is the anticipation that an well trained person will be able to resuce. To reach an 

level of an well trained rescuer is it important to carry into the rescue training.  Possible to learn such skills 

are as example in institutions like: firebrigades, police, public social aid. etc. This trainings are all rounded 

and intensive while consuming also several weeks time. Within sportdiving is the rescue training shorter 

and focused to following topics. 

 to emerge with an casualty safely to the surface  

 beeing able to transport the casualty on the water surface correctly  

 to provide on ground support 

 to initiate the rescue chain 

Scubadiving as wonderful it is and the fascination it brings along is also attached with the risk of physical 

injuries. That could even be subsequent body damages that everyone should be aware of it. In compari-

son to other sports does scuba diving rank in case of danger on the top 10 to top 15.  But considering on 

the amount on dives compared to accidents is the risk really low but quite impressive in fact of the drama-

tic behind. 

Rescue in water is an special topic that requires lots of training iand practice. This is required to reach an 
certain knowledge and experience. All Divers therefore  should apply and join in one of available dive in-
stitutions on their rescue courses . In this course we focus on to provide you all Important Information. 
Every rescue diver must know the code of behaviour in case of an accident in water and be able to help  
with the correct actions. A few skills are required therefore but more later on. 

The MOST IMPORTANT for this course  : YOUR WILLINGNESS TO HELP AND SUPPORT 

CONTENT: 

accident avoidance! 

What does rescue mean? 

why training? 

my own role ? 

Who rescue? 

self rescue? 

stress or fear factors? 

external rescue? 

recovery or „how do i rescue correctly?“ 

procedure after rescue? 

emersion technique! 

searching techique! 

Rescue Scenario 1+ 2 

Final test 
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Prevention of  dive accidents 
Emergency situation while diving happen often because of equipment issues, the 

capabilities of the diver, diving conditions or not beeing able to execute required ski-

lls. On this 3 aspects does the preparation for prevention assume for preventing any 

dive emergencies. Many Dive accident do not occur immediately. An emergency is 

almost allways the result of an chain of mishaps that have probably started with an small issue. Therefore 

does the prevention of dive emergencies include to observe and indentify on time any problem. To be able 

to react, so that small problems does not develop to big problems does the PDA Rescue Diver need 

enough Information. Every dive accident is unique. In retrospect could many dive accidents in history been 

impeded or on some accient almost impossible to be prevented because of the circumstances. Accidents 

can be avoided! Does the diver find himself in an not enough air situation—was the control of air quantity 

not enough. Does the diver get in panic was there before an stress situation already that builded up. 

Should equipment malfunction was probably no buddy check been done before the dive. If the diver is not 

able with handling on small problems are his skills maybe not in routine. Often are emergencies occuring 

because of small circumstances. Can this small ciscumstances not been eliminated can the chain of 

events end up in an emergency. An early detection of small problems and the correct handling are the on-

ly way to prevent dive accidents..  

Do not dive with an empty stomache, drink enough to prevent dehydration. In cold divespots keep yourself 

warm before the dive and wear enough to prevent cooling.  In case of an warm spot ensure your not over-

heating before the dive. Ensure that your equipment is function properly, does have the right size and the 

dive conditions allow to dive. 

All above mention examples showing that the dive courses having three rolls related in prevention of 

emergencies. Starting with an beginner course should an diver been able to learn the required diving skills 

to prevent problems that could occur on every dive. Dive Instructors should also offer courses that allow 

every diver to hold up their skills on level. In every course should the instructor brief the divers in the local  

techniques for the specific area. Divers have to be aware about such skills that might are locally based 

and therefore need to be briefed ahead for each dive.  

In summary equipment related problems: 

  Technical problem, malfunction of equipment  . 

 Equipment parts combined with other not compartible equipment. 

 Equipment that does not relate to the certain dive activities and conditions.  

 Wrong use / no or wrong training with it. 

 

For the equipment like mask, fins, wet/dry suites, computer jackets and others are clear Instructions to 

follow for their maintenance intervalls. This includes an visit in an dive equiment shop for the professional 

inspection. 

 

There are many more examples that relate for prevention of Dive accidents. Discuss with your instructor 

your personal experiences and you will see that your isntructor will also share his experiences.  Be always 

aware on your own safety, train emergency scenarios frequently so youre always able to act and react  on 

emergencies. .  
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What is Rescue? 

With this word are many other words combined as examples: 

Rescue angkor, rescue boat, rescue ballon, rescue chain, rescue station, rescue 

swimmer.etc.   

This word rescue is then used when an harming situations occur and first aid will be provided. Words for 

such situations are also: Search and recovery , salvage, retrieve.  

Rescue does all in all mean to help people in an threatening or life-threatening situation and this person is 

not able to rescue himself.  That mean aswell to anticipate an life threatening situation for people and as-

well animals with  immediate life saving-measurements, medical supply or rescueing out of an life threate-

ning dilemma. Through this definition does also express that  immediate life-saving measures include also 

every laymen. technical rescue-works have only priority in situations when medical supply have access to 

the casualty ( air, water, on-ground areas)  This means that an dive –casualty will get taken out of the 

deep water up to the surface, an child that broke trough ice will be rescued out of the water, an car driver 

pulled out of an wreckage , an cliff hanger taken down from the mountain. etc. 

Why the training? 

Every Diver already stand already for an situation of an threat when entering the water. Therefore all 

checkpoints of his equipment, checking his wellness should belong to an repeating ritual.  Foolishness or  

carelessness can end up really badly.  The training focus therefore to feel comfortable and routined to 

help himslef or other in emergency situations. Divers knwoledge gives therefore ability to do all without 

fear of failing or for doing something wrong.  The Diver know that every move by hand has to work out to 

prevent further injuries of the diver in danger. With this training will be the consciuosness been strenghten   

to allow dives within the range of the divers skills.   

An certain amount of people from all social ranks are trending to sports diving. This increasing amount 

has also raised the fact that it comes to more dive accidents. A good training is sports diving can prevent 

the dive accidents. Often divers are thinking after absolving the OWD and have reached up to 50 diives 

that they are „good divers“. Often they push the fact away of an potential danger and even misscalculate 

the readiness to assume a risk properly like going deeper diving with bad conditions as example.  

This listing could extend but might be a never ending story. The goal for the training for rescue-diver must 

be therefore be focused on:   

 detect an problem  

 execute correct measures 

 initiate first aid measures 

Your own role? 

Your roll as rescue diver can be different depending to wich person on wich place and wich ressources 

are available .One time you might assist in first aid or you manage the emergency. Every Emergenvcy is 

unique and has ist own process. Therefore evaluate the situation properly.  
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Own role 

 do i delegate or do i assist? 

 who is involved? 

 where in wich surrounding did it happen? 

 wich ressources/tools are available to support?  

 What is the best solution?  
 

Therefore does it support to have an action plan. Content in action plan: 

 Where is the dive area? 

 Where is the next communication unit/tool? 

 Wich emergency facilities are available / where is the closest hospital and pressure chamber? 

 Wich transport posibilites are available?  

Who has to rescue? 

Generally everyone is liable for assistance in an emergency. Therefore does everyone support within ist 

own capabilities. The capability of assistance is dispensed in case ist above an resonable burden. 

(example: In danger or life threatening situation for the helping person) Cases like: Accident with poison-

ing goods, fear of an robbery etc.  or the Support will be breached with other influences as ( compulsory 

control for small kids or being already on-route to Hospital with some other casualty etc., or an medical or 

doctor has reached the site and take over. etc. ) 

Is there no possibilty for any rescue activities does still the rescue call have to be done ! ! 

 

Usually does any helping person not have to fear any assumpsits aslong the rescueing person does sup-

port with ist best conscience.  

Assumpits occur only if an helper acts grossly negligent and intentional and has harmed with that the 

casualtly. An lacking knowledge on first-aid measures can not been blamed to any person. Also any un-

wanted injury can not guide into assumpits ( as exampe: Injury happen while rescue procedure been exe-

cuted, broken rips while cardiac massage ).  

Aswell is an rescuer not liable to probably damages on properties or belongings aslong within the limits of 

the rescue procedures. (las example: damaged clothes while wound treatment). 

Does the rescuer in execution of any live saving actions any illegitimate acts to ensure the surviving of any 

injured person and protect it so is the helper within range of „ the legitimated Emergency“ been protected 

from penalization! As example: breaking the car window to rescue an child out of an heating car in sum-

mer to prevent an overheating  or in cases glass has to be broken to reach any tool for beeing able to call 

for rescue.  
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Selfrescue 

Dive accidents happen often because of psycological misbeahviour. The behaviour 

of the diver, of is his control and the affect and his emotions aswell the critics against 

hazard situations are the best assumptions for an dive without ostentation. Factor 

Self-rescue  does it matter that an diver control the procedure. In emergency and in fear not beeing able 

to fo the right actions guides to panic and it the worst case guides to death. Therefore does it needed to 

be focused that all procedures are known off pat and that every diver will be ready for any case of 

emergency. Does i not be able to rescue myself do i might not be able to rescue others: 
 

The competence on self-rescue:  

 do not endanger anyone  

 stay calm always 

 knowledge of you own skills 

 having an good equipment for the individual sites. 

Preparation 

Psychological aswell physical stability are an must aswell the confidence. The diver need to fell confor-

table, having an comfortable dive and feel well with enough sleep and rest.  And for sure no alcohol in-

fluence... 

The prevention 

The best is to give problems no chance.As an preventive action is as mention above the check intervalls 

of all equipment, checking the partnersystem and fulfill allways buddy check before the dive. In the initial 

stage can often critical situations with clear thinking and detecting and quick reaction already been elimi-

nated.   

The execution in emeregency 

Does an emergency happen does only seconds remain from deciding to act and react: Each Diver has to 

be aware off: : 

 stop your acvtities and focus on new situation 

 breath normaly 

 think and be aware the how to act correctly  

 Asses the Situation correctly  

 

4 important words do you always have to be aware!  

Stop - breath - think– act 

As with all PDA diving courses and programs, we should not forget the protection 

of the underwater world. Help us so that the next generation of divers can experi-

ence our diving world so beautifully. PDA GOES GREEN 
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Skills 
 

Various skills are required for divers, important  is:  

 technical problem solving = being able to help yourself  

 the human problem solving = beware calmness, be mentaly ready 

 the sanitary problem solving =  be able to handle own injuries  

Stress factors 

Most of the dive acciddent happen because of human error. Why, this might be a big miracle. There are 

now relevant studies been done on this topic. Only estimations that some people shown and publicize 

are available. But an fact is that stress is an factor of the beginning with an initiation of uncontrolled reac-

tions with an possible escalation into panic. The cognitive ability disappear, the problem cant be detected 

anymore.  

What is stress? 

Stress stand for „consequence of strain in emotional pressure“ for humans by inner or external. This 

amenities can be by artificial or natural influence on body but and in psychological way Influence. In posi-

tiv but also in negative ways.  

Psychological stress result often out of physical stress, - and/ or in opposite way. 

As reason therefore an release out of an event (Incident - perception - aprehension)  the condition of the 

diver (event seen as positiv or negativ or as unimportant) and the handling of an diver with stress.und der 

Umgang des Tauchers mit dem Stress (reasonable reaction on events) ) 

Causes for  physical  stress could be: 

 Cold or heat 

 Sea sickness 

 Nitrogen-narcosis 

 Exhaustion 

 Sickness or injuries 

 Alcohol and medicaments 

 Malfunctional or not suitable equipment.  
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Examples for psychological stress caused from by physical stress 

 Exhausting – Fear of not getting nack to boat and or land  .  

 Overstrain – fear of gasping 

 Excessive demand- ( Confrontation with tasks that might pysical and psychological not be-

eing able to solve or fear to losse control  

 

Example for sheer  psychological stress  

 Diver feels to got more risk that expected. -  

 Peer pressure  ( good standing ) 

 Been topped with to many tasks 

With an high level on stress could develope panic! 

 

ATTENTION… IT could turn live threatening!! 

An diver in panic got into idistortion of perception. Divers insticnt mean: iam in water i have to get out of 

here!!   

The consequences may variate. Depending to the condition and traning could it turn to fear or to help an 

diver to detect the problem and beeing able to initiate rescue measures.  

Does an Diver drive into panic could it still be active or passive panic.  

Active Panic – examples as: might pull down ist mask and snorkel or regulator. Or try to hold every-

where inclusive other divers or wanna emerge to the surface. 

Passive Panik –  examples as: the diver freeze, turning into trance or is not responsabl and doesnt 

show anymore any reaction. 

To come along—Stress is an reduction of perceptibility 

What does that mean? 

It is an reduction on attentions wich focus only on the happen event, or the problem out of it.  

This aftermath block the diver to find solutions or even other upcoming threats 

Does the diver stop, think over it and try to find alternative solutions is this an safe approach  for solving 

any issue.  

Stop - breath - think - act 

As wi th a l l  PDA div ing courses and programs,  we shou ld not  forget  the  

protect ion of  the underwater  wor ld .  Help us  so tha t  the next  generat ion of  

d ivers  can exper ience our  d iv ing wor ld  so beaut i fu l l y.  

PDA GOES GREEN 
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Fear factors 

The rescue diver need to be able to detect in preposition stress and fear fac-

tors.  A skilled diver  should see situtaions also out of the tail. On all humans-

but it might different ways showing signals of nervousity, fear while or before the dives. The 

transfer from nervosity to fear is hardly to detect. But a few signals could inform you if someone 

is nervous or in fear already.  

Before the Dive 

 talking permanet 

 continious silence 

 to wave about with it hands 

 permanent walking up/ downwards 

 frequently checking the gear 

 asking permanent questions 

 sweating a lot 

 beeing agressive, or nervous harshly 

During the Dive  

 big eye pupils 

 fast breathing 

 seeking for the buddys hand 

 or diving away from the buddy 

 uncontrolled actions 

 emerging to surface 

 throwing regulator out of the mouth 

After the Dive 

 sitting silently away from others 

 want to be alone 

 feeling happy after the mental pressure dropped. 

 happy feeling that all went well  

 to be sure for not diving anymore  

 looking refusing to the dive gear 

 dont wanna touch the gear anymore 

Its important to do conversations with divers after the dive. To get feedback how the dive was. 
Your own impression should also be heared so your beeing able aswell to find some possible 
reasons for any problems and if so to solve them aswell. It is important to give any diver the fee-
ling of not beeing alone and do not have to experience fear.  
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Third-party rescue 

To rescue another diver does only work out if your able to rescue yourself. On third-
party rescue does all matters to your course of action. It have to be clear how your ab-
le to rescue without bringing yourself into troubles as fast as possible to the surface. 
The correct rescue and recovery procedures are on top importance. With the focus aswell to not bring y-
ourself into danger situations. You cant help anyone when have or getting into troubles. Only when your 
safety is guaranteed you iniate the rescue to others.  

Accident  factors 

Factor human 

Insufficient training and lacking on diving skills. Fatigue and cramps because of lacking. Individual perso-

nal beahviour as ignorance, boasting behaviour, lacking experience or an bad or no briefing before an di-

ve and so on.  

Factor technic  

Unknown gear, no experience with it, missing part of gear, selfmade gear, non or lacking maintenance on 

the gear, uncomfrotbale gear like masks, fins, or wet suite sitting uncomfortable and not properly for the 

required dive conditions (warm/cold), to much or not enough weights, freezing regulator, unepxpected air 

loss, outfall of equipment  

Factor environment 

Unknown waters, current or dead waters, bad visability, dangerous drop zones, Vegetation und terrain 
related dangers, caves and wrecks, boat traffic or fisher net and loose leashes, thunderstorms, rain and 
ice or rough waters and breakwaters and so on.  

Problem solving during the dive   

Problems can occur on the surface or during the dive. Therefore we differentiate in two factors wich can 

happen—The racting diver or the non-reacting  

Duringt the dive with reacting diver 

Signs could be, fast breathing, clumsy fin moving, uncoordinate swim movememts (swim like a dog) ) fre-

quent manipulating on equipment, giving weird or nervous signs.  

Should be problems detected (not yet panic) let the diver stop and rest for the moment. Probably hold on 

somwehere or offer an hand or even sink to the ground (attention to your depth) and rest a moment.  

„Talk“ to the diver while giving hand signs and try to relax the diver and to relieve the actual pressure, and 

breathe normally. 

On an uncontrolled decending give signs to blow air in to the jacket and to tare. Is the diver not able to do 

so, hold on to the diver and add yourself air into the jacket. In case start ascending controlled to the 

surface. You might have to venting your own jacket. . 
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On the surface with an responding Diver  

Signs could be waving arms on the surface, shouting and call for help, whistle, or 

stomping with fins to keep on the surface.   

For beeing able to help the diver active do you have to be sure if the diver is in panic already, or an tired 

and exhausted diver with probable equpment problems. To be able to detect this situation is necesaary to 

approach an diver in front of him  with an own safety distance to the diver. To check his responding on 

your support. A Diver in panic will not explain himself or the situation what the problem he might have. 

Therfore your able to detect the situation and be able to start the correct actions .  

Exhausted Diver 

Having often their problems under control like (exhausitng, cramps) and are reacting on your instructions  
and support actions. This diver is in condition to help himself and have all things under control.   

Several stress responding diver o the surface   

Decide wich diver would need your help first. Close up on the technic you been trained for and secure 
him. Then your turning to the next diver. Should be one or more than one be in panic keep safe distance 
to them until the own risk dropped to secure the diver/s . 

Diver in panic 

With an diver that got into panic is high awarness required. In such situations can the diver in panic bring 

also his rescuer into an dangerous situation. People in panic can create huge power. Therefore keep dist-

tance or prepare yourself to escape from danger situations. An 

diver in panic is in danger to drain and the get kocked out be-

cause exhausting or even emerge uncorntrolled to the surface. 

. 

During the dive 

Signs could be uncontrolled uncoordinate behaviour, holding to 

dive buddy, emerging to surface or freeze without showing any-

more an emotions.  

Approach the diver in frontwise and signalize „OK“ sign. Does 

he not repsond dive behind the diver to secure him and initiate 

an controlled ascending to the surface.  Should that not be pos-

sible because the diver turned already into panic try to reduce the speed of the divers trying to emerge to 

the surface. As example holding him on his leg or jacket. In focus is your own safety. Do not bring yourself 

into situation where your not able anymore to help yourself. An emerging diver  in panic is still acceptable 

to the fact bringing yourself also into life threatening situation.  
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On the surface 

Signs could be, dropping equipment or parts of equipment. Stomping fins or heavily 

moving to keep itslef at surface. waving arms and hands around, shoutinga nd not rep-

sonding on calls from others. trying to climb oneverything and everyone.  

Does the diver not react on your acclamation, prepare yourself to pullback. Therefore lay backwards, keep 

the fins in direction of the casualty. Good possible that the casualty try to reach you and try to climb on 

you. Bring yourself then in safe position with swimming away. Observe and wait until the situation seem to 

be controllable. (an exhausted casualty) as like dive behind the casualty and clamp his tank between your 

legs. ensure positive ascending and try to calm the casualty down.   

Problem solving at the surface 

Not reacting diver: 

Approach in front of the diver, calling the diver, sprinkle water to the diver, clap your hand on the water  

and try to contact him. In case that casualty is laying with face downwards move the casualty imemdiately 

on the back. Secure for both ascending situation,  Mask and regulator removing and check the breathing 

of the casualty.Is the breathing ensured cover the resporatory tracts while bringing casualty in safety.  

(rescue breathing techiques can be described. but according state of the art methods in medicine  

does it make more sense to secure the casualty first to land or boat and start then with. 

Effective techniques for carrying an victim are: Pull on the tank valve or upper arm or pushing the casual-

ty. The priority of removing the victims gear depend to the situation. Important rule: just remove when it 

help the rescue procedure.  As example the weightbelt removing to reduce the swim resistance on the 

surface to ensure an faster moving.  

Supporting from a distance: (boot or on land) 

Try to reach as fast as possible the victim. Think wich is the safely technique to reach.  ( whats the dis-

tance and stamina you would need, environment influences as current etc.) Think on what helping items 

you bring along. Bring always your ABC equipment and lifting body along.  

 

Should be a boat available drive as close as possible to the victim without endanger the him/ her. Drop an 

lifting body in direction aslong the casualty reacts to it. Is there no reaction enter as close aspossible the 

water and start with the newly learned techniques the rescue process. 
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Salvage, how do i rescue correctly? 

The Salvage of an casualty requires certain skills and competences. Without getting 

itself in danger does an rescuer probably casualty with  incapable of action to get 

quickly out of the danger zone, then time means health and surviving. This could occur an emergency 

ascending. The emergency ascending rate of 18meter per minute is accceptable. Above this rate is un-

controlled ascending! But it does not make sense to have to much fear of rapid ascending. There way mo-

re way to prevent that it comes to this last possible situation. Therefore again you own safety first. Do ne-

ver bring yourself in an life threatening situation. When reached the surface is the focus to bring the casu-

alty asap on boat or land to initiate  first aid  measures. 

Therefore we separate in 4 phases 

 Ascending to surface and leaving the water to an safe position  

 the safeguard of the casualty and the transport to boad or land. 

 gentle transport to boat or land to prevent any other injury 

 Initate rescue actions 

Recovery of an unconscious diver underwater 

Dive frontal to the casualty and check his reaction. Tip on casualty shoulder and hold the OK signs in front 

of the mask..Is there no reaction —you have to react. You can fix the casualty in front or backwards. de-

pending to the situation. Does the diver still have the regulator in mouth try to hold it in position. If not no 

time waste, an controlled ascending has now priority. 

by rescueing frontal do you have to strap with left arm or reach an bcd hanger if available.   

Therefore do you have to stretch the arm so you can reach with the left hand the mouth of the casualty.  

There you have to secure the regulator to prevent an fall off. Aswell support the head little backwards to 

prevent that head fall in direction breast and might block the aspiration 

By rescueing from behind do you lift first the tank upwards. Then strap with your right arm below one 

shoulder and fix with your hand the regulator same psotion as described before.  

Clamp the tank between your knees so your left hand will be free for using to create lift via inflator. Your 

are free to do so on your own or on the casualty inflator. Be aware on the ascending speed and do not 

bring yourself in danger, your safety has again priority.  

 You might drop the weight belts of the victim. But be aware on this influence that ascending speed might 

become hard to control. This should be prevented or as last option to be considered.   

It doesnt matter for wich rescue technique you will decide important are those factors:  

 The victim should at least be neutral buoyant . (own ascending). 

 The rescuer needs to be balanced with the victim. 

 The rescuer needs to be able to control ascending in a safe speed. 

 Prevent to pull on to the diver. 
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On the surface: 

Is the controlled ascending notpossible, let the casulaty ascend alone (positiv lift up) 
After you have reached safely the surface ensure again the contact to the casualt and 
ensure for you both positive lift up. Usually now is the moment to remove the weights 
from the casualty. With this action you prevent that the casualty sinks. Lay teh casualty on the back and 
start with the first aid. Firstly check with puling back the head if the casualty is breathing. In case of non 
breathing does the casualty has to be leave the water immediately. Signalisze your help request or if not 
available start swimming while pulling or pushing the casualty to land or boat. On longer distances can 
you also start re-breathing while still in water but priority is to get the casualty out of the water as quick as 
possible.  

Actions after rescue: 

Parts of the rescue chain are in basic:  

1. live saving measures 

2. Emergency call 

3. First Aid 

4. Transport 

5. Hospital 

1. In the beginning of the rescue chain stands the layperson. On the laymens decision and quick respond 
does the further progress of the rescue chain develope. The first live saving measures does show an logi-
cal strat within the rescue chain. The most importantant factors are:  

 Own safety 

 vital signs 

 cardiopulmonary resuscitation training (CPR) 

First step for handling an medical emergency is to detect it. That might sounds easy but ist not always like 
that. Some problem relating to diving are affecting the oxygen transport in some parts of the body. The 
firsd aid course shows an detailed picture for such medical problems related to ogygen problem. The next 
step would be the overall evaluation of the situation. Therefore do you indentify each danger for yourself 
or your fellowship. By checking the vital signs is firs to check the breathing, head when possible stretching 
backwards and with method „hear-see-feel“ checking.  Your ear close to the mouth of the casualty and 
looking over the chest and look for movement, or with the check you feel if casualty breath. If there is no 
breathing activity start with CPR. In case of  cardiovascular arrest is it necessary to react fast: Already af-
ter about 3 minutes will be the brain be less delivered with oxygen and will already occuring  irreversible 
damages. Also without first aid course knowledge is it possible for all medical laymen with only basic mea-
sures to safe lives. check if person still breath , also press 100 to 120 times/minute the sternum (chest mi-
ddle) 5– 10 cm pressing and do not stop with it until rescue arrives. The rescue breathing is not the most 
important action at the moment . The most important action with people that have an stoping  cardiovas-
cular system  Important is the CPR and when possible combined with rescue breathing. Following rythm is 
suggested: 30 x pressing then two rescue breath.  



The emergency call is the key point. As on this stage the connection to profesional 

help will be initiated. After the rescue call should first aid measures been executed 

until arriving of the rescue team.This includes also to search for wounds and injuries 

and to supply first aid on it. (as good as possible) giving ogygen etc. Important is to 

position the casulaty correctly and to prevent cooling or over heating. Therefore observe the casualty 

constantly and trying to calm down in case. The situation of the casualty can change immediately! In sus-

picion of an decompression try never an re– compression in water. Give order to someone if not alone to 

pick up the rescue team at arrival. ( in case of chaotic situation helpful). For the rescue team could it be 

helpful to brief them about the dives prifils before the accident. (securing dive computer ) Symptoms and 

type of Symptoms to brief aswell and wich first aid measures have been initiate already. Also helpful if 

available name, contact person, possible, diseases. In case your been called to report the accident in pro-

tocol prevent speculationg and guessing. Just share your own observations.  

The „5 W´s“ of an rescue call: 

who  =  report the accident, give name  

where  = is the accident happen. 

what  = is already happen, how many people involved, as example was there already O2 

   supply? 

when =  what time the accident happened 

why   =  did the accident happen , if known 

Should the situation allow to help the patient do you start with first aid. Should the first aid supply not 

show any anomaly do you start with the intervention. Should also there be no anomaly then will you start 

with second step supply. The first aid supply does continue until the rescue team arrives. Then will you 

handover the casualty to the rescue team with all relevant information for the continiuation of the supply.  

These information should not only informa about the first aid that was given. The rescue team will hand 

over your observation to the clinic, therefore the importance of complete information to ensure an further 

treatment as mention before inexample the diveprofile.The sequence of the events is therefore the detec-

tion that it is an emergency situation. to inform the mediacl team, overall evaluation, giving first aid mea-

sures until resuce team arrive. After this moment does the medical professioanl tema take over.  bis de 

medizinische Notdienst eintrifft und diesem alle wichtigen Informationen mitteilen. That includes Recue 

Team, Hospital and in case some rehabilitation centers aswell.  

Every dive group, every dive shool or divebase in abroad or at home should have for such cases an 

Emergency Equipment. As we are no Doctors do we have to limit ourself to the legal way. We are 

not allowed to manipulate on technical gadgets that require professional training and knowledge. Therfore 

should  the Emergency Equipment content only items we are allowed to use. Should in this package been 

medicine included as example Heparin, Injection tools, so are these might useful but are just been allo-

wed to be used by an doctor. Also to check the best use before date. Anyhow should the rescue kit been 

stored dry and cool, and away from children.  
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Should be an defibrilator reachable use it aswell. Automatisized External Defibrilator 

(AED) are on their construction and good usable for laymen. Mostly of the machine 

recognise  automatic if an shock impuls has to be initiate depending to made of 

the units des this happen over push button or automatic. The power that the 

shock impuls will be given is also regulated by the AED. Therfore does user 

mostly just have to follow the accustical signal or during rythm analyse or the 

shock impulses to be pushed.  (on some units keep certain distance from casu-

alty).  
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It should be for all divers been clear that after an dive accident and symptoms of decompression sickness 

to supply oxygen. Lets keep an closer look to the various systems. basically are there two systems, the 

open and the close system.  .  

Open system: are easier in handling and also way cheaper as the closed system. It use a lot of 

oxygen and ist not an 100% supply of oxygen.  But you can with support with an pocket mask (non brea-

thing casualty) supply with oxygen.  Closed systems: supply an breathing patient 100% oxygen and very 

useful when longer transport ways have to be considered. The func-

tions is quite similar to the dive regulator. In the PDA specialy course 

O2 will you get more infos on topic Oxygen. Ask your PDA Instructor 

wîch system he have and use. 

The DAN system is worldwide released aswell the Wenoll-System 

The difference on both system are that Wenoll-system is an closed 

system with maximum 4 litel 02 per minute while the Dan system an 

open system maximum25 liter per minute provides. On the supplied 

cases are mask, sleeves and others included.  

. 

As an additional Equipment should be triangle tissues, wound cremes, pain killers and aspirin be in-

cluded. Aswell check both best use before date and it never been exposed to hot and and wet 

surrounding.   

Bottles are in size of 5 liters and above available to ensure and suply on longer terms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Does i as laymen ben allowed to provide oxygen?  

Basically Yes/and No !! But after an dive accident where no profesionals might be just around is 
it basically the right therapy….you just have to been trained on the oxygen unit.   



Important is also the tranpsport into the next hospital. While your recovery—rescuse—first aid supply and 

treatment does you or your supporting persons already have to organise the transport, this can be organi-

sed from you or via the call support from  the rescue. Important is it organised already. So it can happen 

like in the Philippines that no rescue car might be available, therefore do you need to organise  the trans-

port if its via boat or via helicopter. Take care that all relevant information, like dive computer and fill out 

an accident report and handed it over to the rescue team. 

Step two of the second supply of the Victim. You have all life threatening injuries tre-

ated or there the victim didnt have those. Now is important to investigate if casualty 

have non life threatening injuries and to start treatment aslong the rescue team do-

esnt arrive till then. This could really happen as like on an divesafari or in remote 

areas. Does the Victim breath and has vital signs does now start the second supply.  Later in the practical 

part will you learn and practice with your instructor several different bandages. Also to position an casualty 

in stabil recovery position, treatment of wounds as injuries of bites, injuries occured from jelly fish or coral 

etc.  

Bleeding will be in two types been seperated.  

 Life threatening bleeding   

 Non life threatening bleeding 
 
 

In an emergency is allways the life threatening bleeding important, this has immediately without waiting to 

be stopped. Non Life threatening bleeding as like scrape can also later on be treated. But definately we 

also have to act here aswell.  

A life threatening wound can be treated with all supporting things you find around. Aslong it goes the fas-

test way to stop the bleeding. In an non threatening wound you can take your time allready to do it steril 

and not in the urgent. Therefore the pressure bandage  that will do compression on the injured bleeding 

spot. this helps to stop the bleeding.  

Circulatory shock is an live threatening situation. In case it happen does it trending to get worst.  

Therefore is it important in the first stage to prenvent it. To secure breathing and stoppage of bleeding are 

first steps of treatment that can prevent shock. An shock is in relation with not enough oxygen supply 

within our body tissues. Therfore importance again on breathing. In addition shall the leg of the victim be 

positioned with 15 to 30 cm higher. This support the blood flow in the lower extremity and aswell going 

back into upper body where ist needly important. Only lifting the legs in case when no other injury been 

bad influenced by its position. The position helps also to keep the body temperature.  Supply shadow 

when in hot weather and keep the victim warm in cold winter time.  
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a) Dive equipment assembly and checking 

As rescue diver you have to be able to mount and check his equiment or also not own gear like rental ge-

ar. etc.  

b) donning dive equipment on the surface and on land. 

This is a matter of course. Reason therefore for following practice is to check if this skills are now an impli-

citness. Please exercise this until you know them well.   

c) Different enter techiques into water 

d) Swim techniques on the surface with snorkel and regulator 

e) Removing BCD under water and at surface. 

f) Octopus breathing as giver and taker. 

g) Buoyancy controls 

You will exercise intense the already known buoyancy controls.  

h) Handling with different weight systems 

This includes how someone react when ist belt or weight bag get lost etc. Be aware on the different possi-

bilites and configurations therfore and exercise those.  

i) Descending and ascending techniques   

You get the chance to show your instructor your perfect descending and ascending techniques. Safety 

first and safety stop is highest priority.  

 j) Regulator recovery 

therefore two techiques, swing arm backwards or getting regulator while grab over head to it. 

k) , Mask removing and clear. 

Every rescue diver has to be aware of this technique and swim without mask for atleast 20m.  

Within AOWD traing are some topics not covered or only in specials for checking the 

state of knowledge. While in RESCUE ist part of exam in practical.  The practical 

does not be limited only to open water, many of the excercise will be done in pool or 

limited open water situations. Following workshops do we plan but might be changeable or when conditi-

ons change. 

 Workshop 1: Emergency Plan for an planned dive 

 Workshop 2: Dive plan – air consumtion calkulation.  

 Workshop 3: collecting information of unknown divespots. 

 Workshop 4: Emergency management 

Following Task will be trained in pool but need to be proficient. Be aware that the skills you need will be 

higher now then while your AOWD training.   
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l) Hand signals  

In this chapter you go through all the necessary hadn signs. Be aware on the details 

and the difference sometimes as like the sign for „low on air“ or „50“ bar.  

Dive and handsigns are gestures or other non verbal communication between 

divers under water. The aquirement of the bascially dive signs are part ov every dive 

course training to be able for example to warn of any threat. Dive signs could also be request to know if 

some question to others has been understood. Normally does have to come an respond on an give sign. 

31 dive signs are international normed. But there are more than 160 different dive signs they are little in 

difference and therfore will be discussed in briefing wich one will be used while the dive.   

Nr.1 to 9 are not from all dive organisations alligned. But this is not an problem as ist often self explaining. 

This signs cany vary from each region, country  or dive organisation therfore discuss in the briefing with 

buddy and others wich ones used.  

m) handling with equipment 

Depending on the configuration of the equipment any rescue diver should to be able to operate it properly, 

so that he can handle any stress situation in combination with equipment. 

Stop Going down Going up Are you Ok/ I am OK Ok, with thick gloves Ok, sign on surface from a 

distance 

Ok sign from a short 

distance 

Something is wrong Seeking for help on the 

surface 

Out of air signal Give me air Danger in this direction Look... Stay at this depht 

Turn around This direction I am cold Slow down, take it easy Hold your hand each 

other 

Stay coser to your buddy You in front, he/ she 

follow 

I dont know or under-

stand 

Show me your gauge Think or remember Can not equalize Danger or finish the dive 50 Bar left Half tank / 100 Bar 
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The open water training includes:  

a) Transport, prepare, install , check and wear the equipment aswell dismantle, care 

taking of equipment after dive and the buddy check.  

The buddy check is an important part in preventing any accident. Your only able to help when your aware 

of your buddy`s dive equipment . Only then are you able to help and support.  

b) different and correct entry—re-entry techniques. 

An clean correct entry out of boat or from land help to prevent accidents. Take care while enter from boat 

with the big step or roll backwards that the depth is enough, or cleared (no swimmer or diver around)  

c) Optimised surrounding info : where , what , like on a lake or ocean (street names, phone nr. )  

create an emergency plan with drive way, describe tools for supply and transport., important phone no. 

etc.  

d) breathing on a free flowing regulator for at least 1 minute.  

e) transport an exhausted or tired diver 

You will have to transport and exhausted diver for 50 meter by pushing or pulling. Importatnt is how you 

approach the diver and that you contact him and call him to inflate his jacket. Tell him who you are and 

that your a rescue diver and tell him you are here to help. If he agrees you start to help.   

f) Unconscious diver recovery to boat or land. 

In this chapter you will exercise to recovery the victim while with/without unconscious on the boat or land.  

There are different methods for this:  

To shore: Before the RESCUE DIver reaches ground does he have to ensure that the BCD is open to get 

rid off it quickly. To be able to grab the diver with example Rautek technique and pull him out of the water 

as far as possible. The equipment of the victim can be removed, if not required in the rescue procedure 

(no positiv lift required as example)   

Boat with supporting persons: Push Diver from underneath with an short dive below and push in direction 

boat while 1-2 people in boat will pull. 

Boat without helping people: hook or mount the victim when possible in the ladder or any fixing point. En-

ter then the boat and lay diver backwards to boat and grab the casualty arms and pull the body up to the 

boat. If possible secure with a rope in case of slippage the victim does not sink. If to heavy just secure the 

body and call for help (watch out the waves , in case drive slowly closer to supporting people) . 

g) Ascending with alternate air source of max 20 meter. 

In this training will be shown on 10m „No Air“ switched to the octopus. To hold each other and start con-

trolled ascending together. Controlled means with max 10 m/min. In 5 Meter depth one safety stop for 3 

mins with fixed to each other. The buoyancy control will be ensured by the „air spender“. When reaching 

surface make sure both jackets are fully inflated.   

Open water training 
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l) Rescue of an unconscious diver from around 5m  

As on the surface, carefull approach to the victim, tapping on shoulder and show the „OK“ sign in front of 

the mask. If no respond then only act.. Grab the tank on ist valve pull it up and clamp again between your 

legs. Grab with your right arm below the shoulders and secure the regulator in the divers mouth. Now you 

might recognize that victim dont breath, ensure slowly ascend (decide on situation wich one, yours or the 

one from the casualty) and ensure positiv lift. Be aware if you should fulfill an safety stop. Reaching the 

urface bring the casualty in back position and ensure positive lift. Maybe drop the weight belt of the victim, 

depends on floating situation, remove the regulator and the mask, stretch the head backwards to ensure 

that casualty could breathe. Now it has to go quick, look around for help, either from boat or from shore. 

First prioritiy is to get the casualty as fast as possible out of the water.   

Search techniques 

Search operations are from land as from boat possible. Observe wich tools and person would be available  

for you.   

Follow these steps:  

Try to figure out where the diver was last seen. Do an emergency call or let others call. Instruct observers 

to search for bubbles on surface and when visible to mark or point on it.  (Important on boat in case it ha-

ve to turn back). Group an person into observing that note all happening on how many people involved, 

time and everything that seems to be important. If searching is operated from ground group also an snor-

keling group to search. An one person if possible from an elevated point to observe for bubbles (with gog-

gles) Depending on availabe persons set up for an searching technique and instruct them precisely. Be 

creative, take all support that you can get for the search. Are their boats, are there boyes . Different condi-

tions requires different searching techniques. Window wiping method or parallel tracking or from land with 

signal rope. Konzentrc circles with help of signal rope, U-shape search, square spiral technique or 

rectangle diving with compass. think of it while searching without signal rope is precise navigating an 

must. Do not forget compass.  

 

h) Diver in panic 

1.Diver in panic on the surface: does often look easy, this exercise should be trained 

first in the pool. But an sinking of an acting casualty is really difficult as described in 

books and in theory. Ensure a safe distance and dive underneath with distance at 

observe the body roatation of the diver. Be aware on closing up to the diver, talking to the diver in panic 

might not hel in this situation if ist passive or active panic. So be aware. Your instructor will demonstrate 

this exercise first, dive below observe the diver from under water, apporach from the back of the diver  

and observe first. If moment fits dive up and grad on the valve of the divers tank, so this diver gets in back 

laying position. Take tank between your leg an clamp it. In this position the diver cant try to gab in panic 

on you. Ensure positiv lift and remove weights or inflate the jackets and push away the diver^. Talk loudly 

to the diver and try to get the attention, try to calm the diver down,  

2. Diver in panic underwater: In max 5 meter depth, in best case not and ground.– alternativ exercising on 

an plattform or in the pool at the bottom. Diver gets in panic, pulling as example the mask off and want to 

rapidly ascend to the surface. Important is to get behind the diver and try to secure him and to be able to 

stop him. Try an controlled ascending as slow as allow the situation, but never bring yourself in danger.  
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Accident—Management 

Required to ensure when rescue team arrives or other first aid teams. Reason to do so to give all im-

portant infos or prepare for it to provide: 

This includes: 

 Name of casualty 

 Age 

 Adress 

 Who to contact? Phone nr. ? 

 Important medicine (allergies, medication treatments, illness, old injuries)   

 Signs or symptoms if visible 

 Already initiated firs-aid measures. 

 diving profiles, (all day, secre computer) 

 important remarks. 

Exit techniques 

Shoulder carry grab: 

carry casualty over your shoulders 

back carry grab: 

casualty lay with back on floor, pull on the arms or legs.  

Rautek grab  

grab the casualty below ist arms, bend one arm of the casualty in rectange side in ellbow. Surround the 

the lower arm from above with your both hands and lift so in the upper body of the casualty.  Ensure to  

hold your thumbs upwards. Then pull the casualty  on your tigh, the force is now on your leg, with the 

other leg step backwards and pull other leg backwards. With this method you can carry also heavy per-

sons.  und das andere Bein nachziehen. Mit die-ser Methode lassen sich auch schwerere Menschen ret-

ten.  

Pull into boat or on the pier 

The hand of the casualty to secure on the edge with your hand. PPull yourself in the boat. Grab both hand 

s of the casualty and sink it shortly to gain swing to pull the casualty onto boat.  

Exit of an ladder 

Seat the victim on one of your tigh. Divers arms over your shoulders and secure the body while between 

your arms. Exit first with the leg upwards where the casualty sit on it. Pull up the other leg on the next bar 

of the ladder. Then again the leg with the casualty sitting on it. repeat till arrived. 



Knots exercising 

As an rescue diver you should know some knots. Have a look with your instructor 

wich ones and exercise those: 

And here are some search patterns which you will do on your UW search. Depends on current and also 

visibility you will choice which one is the best for the search.  

Final scenario 1+ 2 in open water 

Congrats, now you had learn all the single tests in pool and open water of the PDA rescue diver course :   

We move now to the last two trainings summarized with open water training scenarios:  

Szenario Nr.1 

Search and recovery: Your dive instructor will tell you or your buddy that one or more divers are 

missing. Your task is now to develope an rescue chain and to manage it. Main goal to do it within 30 mi-

nutes to find and recovery the casualty/ies  

Szenario Nr. 2 

Rescue: Now you will have to rescue divers that got in „real“  threat. Adjusted to your dive 

surroundings the instructor place one or more casualty in near area of the entry point. The place, time  

and the amount of diver will be unknown. Again is your taks to create an rescue chain and to manage as 

team manager to supervise. Take all available divers, boats, buoys with you. Maybe will be there an di-

ver in panic on the surface, or just exhauested. But definately the victim have an buddy or other group 

members. Again will you get 30 minutes to manage this task.  When you have managed all the single 

tasks before will you also be succesfull in this final exam….good luck! 
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U– search Snail– search 
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Theory Final Test 

1. What is the main reason for dive accidents? 

A. Equipment issues, failures 

B. IIlness or Sickness  

C. Thunderstorms 

D. Bad ability to judge  

2. At a dive accidents should be______available. 

A. Liquid for drinking 

B. Vinegar 

C. Oxygen 

D. Aspirin 

3. PDA Rescue Diver manage or supervise in all 

cases of an dive accident?   

4. correct 

5. wrong 

4. Most important is the willingness to help, rescue 

and recovery. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

5.  Reasons for phsical stress could be? 

A. Cold or heat 

B. Sea sickness 

C. Nitrogen narcosis 

D. All above 

6. Fear factors for diving could be? 

A. Group stress 

B. Asking a lot of questions 

C. Sweating attacks 

D. All above 

7. According to modern perceptions should a non 

breathing victim give breath right after surfa-

cing. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

8. Parts of an rescue chain are? 

A. Life saving measures 

B. Own safety  

C. Emergency call 

D. All above 

9. On emergency call is it necessary to tell the 5 

„W“ 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

10. We as layman are not allowed to operate the au-

tomatic defibrilator? 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

11. Wich oxygen sys-

tems are you as res-

cue diver allowed to use:? 

A. open system 

B. non open system 

C. liquid oxygen systems 

D. A + B is correct 

12. Circulatory shock can be treated with As-

pirin. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

13. Live threatening injuries does have to be 

treated immediately. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

14. The hand sign for 50 bar and low on air 

are the same? 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

15. The prior dive check is important to pre-

vent dive accidents. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

16. Jelly fish nessles shall be treated with  

fresh water. 

A. correct  

B. wrong 

17. Lifting buoyes items are important for 

rescue on surface? 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

18. On an unreacting diver should be the re-

gulator been taken out of the mouth? 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

19. On an unconsciuos diver do i inflate first 

his jacked and let him float. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 

20. While a rescue of a missing person do 

 search untill found. 

A. correct 

B. wrong 


